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Enhancing Operational 
E�iciencies
Our comprehensive suite of integrated 
solutions helps facilities see the “big 
picture” and run more smoothly, more 
e�iciently, and more securely. 

 

 
 

Caring About Customers
We provide customized solutions to meet the 
unique needs of all of our stakeholders while being 
continually focused on service and support.

GTL has spent more than a quarter of a 
century becoming the most advanced, 
most trusted, and most dedicated 
company for providing a full range of 
solutions to the corrections market.

Making Communication 
Happen
We make it easy for inmates to stay connected 
to their support system, thereby fueling 
rehabilitation and reducing recidivism.



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Shaping the Corrections 
Environment of the Future
The challenges and issues faced by correctional facilities demand time, energy, and 
resources that many simply do not have. GTL understands that. That is why we have 
spent over two decades creating technology that makes your job easier. 

We continue to be at the forefront of the constantly evolving corrections market. We have a 
history of always building the best products first—the first web-based inmate telephone 
platform, the first wireless tablet with the ability to make phone calls, the first web-based jail 
management system, and more. 

A Proven History of Exceptional Value 

GTL By-the-Numbers

In addition to being a company of “firsts,” we are a company of “mosts.” GTL has the 
most lobby and intake kiosks, the most phone calls made by inmates, the most years in 
business, and so on. We continue to be the company that “most” correctional facilities 
consult with “first” before implementing new technology. We are ready to include your 
correctional facility as part of that group!

GTL PROVIDES 
SERVICE TO OVER 

2,300
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 
CUSTOMERS WITH 
LOCATIONS IN ALL

50 STATES
PLUS THE DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA AND PUERTO RICO. 
GTL PROVIDES SERVICE 
TO DEPARTMENTS OF 
CORRECTIONS IN

32
STATES, AND WE ALSO 
PROVIDE SERVICE TO THE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

25%
OR 1 OUT OF 4 INMATES IN 
COUNTY-MANAGED AND 
PRIVATELY OPERATED 
CORRECTIONS FACILITIES 
HAVE THEIR DATA MANAGED 
BY THE GTL OFFENDER 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

GTL PROVIDES 
SERVICE TO  

73
OF THE 100 LARGEST 
CITY/COUNTY FACILITIES, 
INCLUDING 

39
OF THE TOP 50. 

IN TOTAL, MORE THAN

800
U.S. COUNTIES ARE HOME 
TO ONE OR MORE GTL 
CUSTOMERS.

MORE THAN

1,000
TEAM MEMBERS WORK FOR 
GTL, A COMPANY THAT HAS 
BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR 

27
YEARS.

MORE THAN  

1.9 MILLION 
INMATES USE GTL SERVICES, 
REPRESENTING MORE THAN 

85%
OF THE U.S. INMATE 
POPULATION.

GTL DELIVERED MORE THAN

3.3 BILLION  

INMATE TELEPHONE CALL 
MINUTES IN 2016, GIVING THE 
COMPANY A SUBSTANTIAL 
SHARE OF THE INMATE 
TELEPHONE SERVICES 
MARKET.

GTL MANAGED MORE THAN 

5 MILLION
INMATE VISITS IN 2016.

GTL PROCESSED OVER

22.3 MILLION 
AUTOMATED PAYMENT 
TRANSACTIONS IN 2016 (UP 
FROM 18.2 MILLION IN 2015).

GTL PROCESSED OVER

$590 MILLION 
IN CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS 
IN 2016 (AN INCREASE FROM 
$545 MILLION IN 2015).

If you want to learn more about 
our unmatched status as the 

corrections innovation leader, 
visit www.gtl.net/about-us.



Comprehensive Suite of Tools to Control 
Every Operational Aspect of Your Facility
GTL’s advanced technology solutions are fully customizable to provide you 
with insight into every aspect of your operations. You will be able to collect, 
analyze, and act upon data to keep your facility running at peak condition.

Technology, 
Platforms and 

Devices

O� ender Management System (OMS)

Inmate Accounting & Commissary

Virtual Receptionist

Payment Services

Intake Solutions

Release Solutions

Data Analysis

Call & Voice Analysis

Intelligence &
Forensic Services

COMMUNICATIONS

SOLUTIONS
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Education & Information

Entertainment

E�iciency Services

Inmate Calling

Inmate Messaging

Visitation Management



We are dedicated to providing tomorrow’s solutions today. With a focus on innovation, 
integration, and integrity, we put our customers—correctional facilities, inmates, and 
friends and family—front and center.

Our attention is focused on quality—o�ering the latest and most advanced products and 
solutions; security—preventing data breaches and hacks; and durability—withstanding 
everything that the corrections environment can throw at our devices.

Security-Focused From the Inside Out

GTL Solutions

Communications
Allow inmates to remain in contact 
with loved ones and support services 
through telephone calls, secure 
messages, and video visits, all while 
gathering insightful data 

Payment and Deposit

Investigative and 
Intelligence
Learn more about the inmate
population, reveal subterfuge, 
and reduce in-facility crimes

Enterprise Management
Achieve new levels of e�iciency, control, 
and safety by managing every aspect of an 
inmate’s incarceration from intake through 
release

Technology, Platforms 
and Devices
A broad array of so�ware, networks, 
phones, tablets, kiosks, and more that 
deliver our solutions

Inmate Services
Give inmates access to education, 
entertainment, and other services to 
foster readiness and re-entry into society

Ensure the safe, secure, and accurate 
processing of deposits and payments with 
real-time reporting (GTL Financial Services 
is a licensed money transmitter and has 
attained PCI-DSS Level 1 compliance) 

Make GTL Your One and Only Solution Provider

To learn more about how we can help your 
facility become safer and more technologically 
advanced, visit www.gtl.net.

At GTL, we are personally invested in the success of the correctional facilities we 
serve. We o�er focused attention and dedicated, experienced sta� to work alongside 
your team in order to implement the best technology solutions for your facility.
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SmartPrison™
E�icient. Secure. Smart.
SmartPrison is GTL’s proprietary method of seamlessly integrating our 
solutions to assist facilities in running more smoothly, more e�iciently,  
and more securely. 

All of GTL’s innovative solutions work together to increase e�iciency in operations, 
eliminate paper forms in favor of electronic records, expand visibility to critical 
data, and maximize the utilization of technology to dramatically improve the 
operation of your correctional facility.  By implementing the innovative concepts 
and principles of the SmartPrison initiative, your facility will be better equipped to 
manage the care, custody, and control of your inmates.

Make your facility more e�icient and secure by implementing such o�erings as: 

     •     GTL Inmate Telephone System (ITS)

     •     GTL Investigative and Intelligence Solutions

     •     GTL Visitation Solutions

     •     GTL O�ender Management System (OMS)

     •     GTL Payment and Deposit Solutions

With SmartPrison from GTL, you’ll see how the whole is greater than the sum of 
its parts.


